
Cockroach Control
Pest Control Services Sydney

Whatever species of cockroaches may have infested your home or
business, you can trust Concerned Pest Control Sydney will ensure
that they are completely exterminated. We actually guarantee it!

Pest Control Services in Sydney are much needed due to the vast range of insects and
rodents that have established themselves around the area. We are certified and carry all the
necessary certificates to ensure we can exterminate whatever rodent, bird or insect problem
you have.

Domestic, Enterprise and Commercial Cockroach Control

The risk for cockroach infestation is pretty scary including hookworm, tape worm, viruses
and in some people asthma attacks and allergies.

Prevention includes keeping your home including floors meticulously clean, no food scraps
or leaks etc. keep holes and cracks covered.

Cockroaches also emit an odour/chemical this is why you will generally find more than one
cockroach in an infested area as the chemical is emitted to entice more cockroaches to an
area.

In order to control cockroaches in Sydney it is best to hire a professional in order to find less
obvious hiding places and to ensure a pest control operation is put in place.

Due to the warmer climate in Sydney the cockroach’s problem is harder to control, they love
warmer areas and are attracted to areas where they feel warmth mainly in kitchens and
storage areas.

Species of Cockroach:
1. German Cockroaches
2. American Cockroach
3. Australian Cockroach
4. Brown Banded Cockroach
5. Oriental Cockroach

Ensure you call the experts in the industry. We carry all the required licences and also off a
100% Guarantee that the work we carry out is as effective as you expect. For commercial
pest control, don’t hesitate and risk the health authorities penalising your business. Be
ahead of the game and ensure your premise is completely pest free.

We look after all cockroach control in Sydney, ensure you call the experts!
Concerned Pest Control Sydney

(Mb) 0416 266 027
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